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ACTIVITIES GUIDE 
- 

EXPLORE BEYOND 

MATINHA

 



Fragrances of lavender in the fields.  The scent of wet land at the early sun-
dawn. The sound of a trickle of water, once a stream, flowing hesitantly
between the trees. The herd wandering. The watchdog. Sharp eyes watching
birds.

The trails leaving Matinha, along the mountains towards the beaches, through
the Natural Park. On foot, horse-riding or by bicycle. Wrapped up in a salty air
and with salt on the skin, you may embrace the sea for surfing, bodyboarding,
SUP (Stand Up Paddle) or canoeing. A boat trip asks for calm waters along
the river Mira from Vila Nova de Milfontes to Odemira. 

There are villages and monuments to discover, stories to tell. Let there be a
thirst for discovery. On the way back to Matinha, Paz (Peace) showed up, a
sweet Labrador that came without warning. Meanwhile, she gave birth to
seven dogs. The miracle of life, the greatest discovery.

DISCOVERIES

At each step a wonder



YOGA CLASSES | 20,00 € per person
Availability and frequency - subject to confirmation

At Herdade da Matinha there is also space for the needs of the soul.
With the mountains as a background and well-being as a starting point,
the invitation to connect the body and mind is clear and, for that, there
is nothing better than Yoga.

RELAXATION MASSAGE | from 80,00 € per person
Advanced booking is necessary

PAZ Wellness was the name chosen for Matinha's wellness space, and it
was not by accident. Surrounded by silence and nature, there is space
for us to return to our inner peace. Massages, treatments and therapies
are available (advance reservation required).

PAZ WELLNESS

A space for the soul needs



MATINHA GATHERINGS
Seasonal - On request for groups and events

We reclaimed the days when the simplest things mattered. We sit at
the table for hours telling stories, sharing delicious food and toasting
the night away with good wines.

We dine by the candlelights and the thousands of stars in the sky. It's
much more than a dinner, it's a feeling of sharing, caring and
belonging. Even if there is little in common between us all, we gather
the strings of love and happiness for the family dinner.

PICNIC
From 30,00 € for two

There is no better place to enjoy the simple things in life than in
nature. Fortunately, there are plenty of pleasant tree shades around
here. We prepare the basket and the food, you just have to choose
your favorite picnic spot and enjoy a lovely meal.

EXPERIENCES

Belonging





Integrated in the Alentejo's Southwest coast and Costa Vicentina Natural Park,
Herdade da Matinha is located in a leafy valley that extends to the crystalline
sea surrounded by woods and winding hills. Serra do Cercal rises to the south,
overlooking a panoramic view, the sandy plains stretch out to Milfontes with
the Rota Vicentina marking the way and Pessegueiro Island rises to the
northwest with the city of Sines on the background.

CERCAL DO ALENTEJO   (5 min.)
Cercal do Alentejo is a traditional village formed by a mosaic of small farms,
vegetable gardens and orchards, where the rural day-to-day life of the
Alentejo people passes by slowly.

It is the closest village to Matinha, and is perfect for a visit to one of the local
restaurants or small pastry shops for something up close and local.

The village is crossed by an easy circular pedestrian path of 7 km, integrated
in Rota Vicentina, a long-distance trail connecting Alentejo to Algarve.

REGION

Let there be a thirst for discovery



The connection between Herdade da Matinha and the animals is already
ancient. They are currently free to rest on the property and we chose to
have professional and passionate partners to provide these experiences
in the region, outside the Herdade.

We discover the region along the less explored trails of the Alentejo
coast and along the golden fields of the cork oak forest. Horseback
riding is an unforgettable experience, for adults or children, with a
professional guide, insurance and equipment included.

PRICES:

Horse Rides - Adults - 1 Hour: from 42,00 € per person
Horse Rides - Children until 10 years old - 20 Min.: 34,00 € per child
Family Carriage Rides - 1 Hour: 130,00 €

*Transfer available upon request and with an additional cost

HORSE RIDES



We have cozy corners and nooks to stop and breathe, large and spacious
outdoor areas to relax, practice meditation, have a picnic or simply
contemplate. Matinha is part of Rota Vicentina, a network of walking trails in
the southwest of Portugal with 750 kms in the countryside and by the sea.

GUIDED
We team up with the best partners to take you to the most beautiful and
secret places in the Southwest, customizing your experience so that you are
always delighted and eager to return.

Guided walks: 55,00 € per person 
Including a meal of typical Alentejo flavors: 98,00 € per person
Minimum of 2 persons - Duration of 4 to 5 hours - Transfer included

SELF-GUIDED
If you prefer to discover the wonders of this region alone, we can also help
you choose the best trails for your tour. Detailed Rota Vicentina maps are
available at Reception from € 15.00.

As an addition, we suggest taking a snack or one of the Herdade da
Matinha picnics (upon request).

HIKING



For bike lovers, we suggest discovering the region in a different way. Rota
Vicentina is also full of cycling trails on dirt roads or little traffic paved roads.

GUIDED
We help you choose a guide that takes you to discover the most incredible
places, the traditions of the region, the traditional flavors and the natural
beauty of our heritage, through the enchanting wild beaches or through the
fields and mountains a few kilometers away from the coast.

Tours from € 20.00 per person
Minimum of 4 people - Duration around 2 hours - Transfer included

SELF-GUIDED
Herdade da Matinha does not have its own bicycles, but it can assist you with
your rental with a local partner so you can add a dash of adventure to your
stay.

They may not be the easiest trails to conquer, but the sunset views from the
nearby hills are a reward up to the challenge. For those who prefer more
rolling trails, it is also possible to choose flatter paths with little terrain
elevation.

BIKE TOURS





VILA NOVA DE MILFONTES   (15 min)

It is in Vila Nova de Milfontes that Mira River meets the Atlantic Ocean. The
Fisherman's Trail extends along the dunes and extensive sands of almost
unspoiled beaches, cliffs that hide small deserted coves and islets that
emerge in the middle of the sea.

This huge stretch of coast, which despite being magnificent is still surprisingly
far from gathering crowds, has been considered the last wild coast in Europe
and one of the most beautiful in the world.

A wonderful coast with an endless sequence of beautiful beaches, from the
longest to the smallest, here are some of our favorites:

- Praia do Malhão (20 min)
- Praia das Furnas (30 min)
- Praia da Ilha do Pessegueiro (20 min)

THE REGION

At each step a dazzling



SURF & SUP

SURF & BODYBOARD
From 40,00 € per person (group)

Many activities such as Surfing and Bodyboarding are very close to
the property. The beaches in the coast are perfect adventure
destinations and ideal to catch the best wave, whether in a private
class or in a group.

STAND-UP PADDLE
From 25,00 € per person

Another way to get to know the region, adding a lot of fun to the
experience, is paddling through the waters, up or down the Mira
River, on the crest of the waves or riding the Big SUP, a board that
can take up to 8 people.



ADVENTURES AT THE SEA OR RIVER

KAYAK

By kayak or canoe is another way to enjoy
the Mira River, between Vila Nova de
Milfontes and Odemira, and to create the
best moments in the water.

From 20,00 € per person
(minimum 4 persons)

BOAT TOUR IN THE RIVER

We suggest a boat trip for those who
want to feel the tranquility and delights of
the river without paddling and surrounded
by the fauna and flora of the region.

Groups, subject to availability

BOAT TOUR IN THE SEA & FISHING

If emotion is what you're looking for, other
possibilities are a boat adventure along the
coast and a first time sea fishing experience.

From 20,00 € per person 
(group trip)

Fishing - groups, subject to availability

FERRY BOAT (RIVER CROSSING)

For a day at the beach, we invite you to cross
the Mira River from Vila Nova de Milfontes to
Praia das Furnas by ferry boat (round trip).
It's a good way to save the planet instead of
going by car.

From 5,00 € per person 
(two-ways)





Porto Covo (20 min)
Porto Covo is a friendly village of fishermen and small white houses. The visit
is well worth it for the beautiful rugged and hidden beaches that are found
along the coast. During the summer, many visitors come to this area to regain
strength, finding the calm and tranquility lost in time.

Odemira (30 min)
Odemira is located between the mountains and the sea, crossed by Mira river,
a lively inland village with an invaluable heritage of craft activities and stores
displaying the local craftworks for those who walk along the typical streets.

Santiago do Cacém (40 min)
Santiago do Cacém is a city strongly connected to pilgrimages to Santiago de
Compostela and with a lot of historical and cultural interest. The Roman Ruins
of Miróbriga, the Castle from the Islamic period and the Igreja Matriz from the
19th century are a visit away from a circular pedestrian route of 9 km.

THE REGION



ALENTEJO WEAVING
In the middle of the Cercal fields there is a
loom that never rests. Using traditional
weaving techniques, Carlos Oliveira, with
roots in Serra da Estrela, creates unique
pieces of art in wool with vibrant colors,
inspired by the region. It is a museum of a
lifetime to delight in wandering.
Visit this weaving house
10 min distance from Matinha

CULTURAL EXPERIENCES 

CERAMIC WORKSHOP
A ceramics atelier was reborn in an old
elementary school in Vila Nova de Milfontes
and offers a diverse range of workshops
focusing ceramic techniques, sculpture and
more. A place close to the sea to revive the
traditions of the region.
Workshops from 40,00 € per person
15 min distance from Matinha

CACO - ARTISANS ASSOCIATION
In a region that has always been sparsely
populated, numerous professions were
developed being part of the day-to-day of
agricultural life and local grazing. The basket
weavers, shearers, carpenters, blacksmiths,
potters and others daily use pieces.
A shop promoting the work of various
artisans 35 min away from Matinha

CHOCOLATES DE BEATRIZ
An artisan chocolate shop and chocolatier
located in the charming village of Odemira by
Beatriz, a talented native of Argentina, who
without the support of large machines, has
created a chocolate brand of great quality and
highly recognized in the region. A special place
to get to know how the chocolate is made and
to enjoy its tasting menus.
A place to indulge in sweetness
35 min away from Matinha



ODEMIRA WINDMILLS
The windmill's sails turn softly in the wind,
working from above. A jewel of Odemira, this
mill dates from the 19th century and
continues to serve the local population by
grinding the grain of flour. Available for visits.
Book your visit by contacting the 
City Council - 35 min away from Matinha

CULTURAL EXPERIENCES

WOOD CARVING
The technique of carving wood dates back to
the most remote times of human history
creating tools for hunting, artefacts and daily
utensils for domestic use, such as a simple
spoon. A gifted journey into one of the oldest
arts in the world.
Workshops from 55,00 € per person
(minimum 4 people) - 15 min from Matinha

FISHERMEN AND FISHING PORTS
Always by the sea, following the paths used
by the locals to access the beaches and
fishing grounds, you will find the fishing ports
and traditional Alentejo villages where life
goes slowly and the fishermen return from
their work in their boats after a day at sea.
The culture of an old craft to enjoy 
15 minutes from Matinha

TRADITIONAL MARKETS AND FAIRS
Places of commerce and meeting point for
the locals, it's an amazing journey of colors
and flavors, of cultures and customs, of
celebration and sharing. Taking place every
week in the many villages of the Alentejo
coast.
Visit the region's most iconic 
local markets



WINE TASTING - HERDADE DO CEBOLAL
(30 min)

At Herdade do Cebolal we witness a family project that has been passed
from generation to generation, with the same values of respect for nature
and heritage. The family has dedicated themselves to the production of
artisanal wine with low chemical intervention and to sustainable and
regenerative agriculture. It's possible to visit the estate, its vineyard and
cellar, and to enjoy a wine tasting and immerse yourself in local traditions
through ancestral gastronomic experiences.

Wine tasting from 27.00 € per person
Minimum 2 People | Duration from 2h30 to 3h30

Typical lunch by the ancestral Cocaria method from €52.00 per person
Minimum 7 People | Duration of 5 hours

A TASTE OF THE EARTH



MEDRONHO TASTING - JUNIOR JACQUES
(50 min)

Another artisanal family project, this time dedicated to the art of medronho
(arbutus) distillation, where it is possible to observe its production
processes, from harvesting to tasting the final product, enjoying the flavors
of the Costa Vicentina and the Southwest of Alentejo.

Tasting of different medronho brandies:
From 25.00 € per person
Minimum 5 People | Duration of 3 hours

Nearby:
20 minutes away from Herdade da Matinha, in São Luís, it is possible to visit
Zorra - Casa de Medronho, a family store selling products exclusively made
from the strawberry tree, like distilled spirits, honey, jam, infusions, cookies
and soaps.

A TASTE OF THE EARTH
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CERCAL DO ALENTEJO, 7555-231 - ALENTEJO, PORTUGAL

+351 968 848 579 - RESERVAS@HERDADEDAMATINHA.COM

 


